The lead editorial in the University of Nebraska student newspaper for June 9, 1894 concerned the resignation of chemistry professor Rachel Lloyd (1):

[Dr. Lloyd] has seen develop, largely by her efforts and under her eye, one of the largest chemical laboratories in the West. She has seen her lecture rooms crowded by enthusiastic students of all courses and departments. She leaves in Lincoln many warm, social friends, but it is by the students that her absence will be most keenly felt ... She is one of those instructors who stands not only for a science or a language, but for ideals and all higher culture. We can ill afford to lose one of these, for their name is by no means legion ...

In all likelihood Lloyd was the first American woman to take a Ph.D. in chemistry and the first to hold a full professorship in any science at a co-educational state university. She was in Nebraska for only seven years, her career being cut short by failing health, but the time was one of development and opportunity, and her contributions to the university and the regional agricultural community were notable. Her story has remained elusive, however; her early life unknown, and the question of how she got her chance in Nebraska, a matter of special interest to students of the history of women in chemistry, has gone largely unasked.

When Lloyd joined the faculty in 1887 the University of Nebraska had been in operation for only sixteen years (2). Student numbers had increased from twenty regular students in the first year (1871-72) to 334 (3). Most of the chemistry classes during the first ten years were taught by the professor of natural sciences, Samuel Aughey, a clergyman like many of the early faculty, who had little formal scientific training but a vast amount of miscellaneous knowledge, tremendous energy, and unbounded optimism in the future of Nebraska. In 1882 the first well-trained chemist, H[enry] Hudson Nicholson, was hired. The son of Wisconsin farmers, Nicholson had taken an A.M. at Lawrence College in Appleton, Wisconsin, in 1872 and was to supplement his chemical education with further studies throughout the 1880's at Harvard Summer School and the Universities of Heidelberg and Berlin (4). His description of the facilities awaiting his arrival at Lincoln is graphic (5):
[Equipment] consisted of a plain pine table on the top of which was a rack of bottles. In one corner of the room was a cupboard for supplies and in the upper part of the room, near the ceiling, was installed a barrel tank for the water service. There were numerous bottles, jugs, demijohns and carboys—mostly empty and unlabeled [sic]—scattered about the room, and various packets and bottles of chemicals, generally open and unmarked, stuffed in the cupboards. Of reference books, journals, or even texts, there were none...

Fortunately he brought with him his private collection of apparatus.

In the fall of 1883, 295 students, more than ninety percent of those on the campus, requested chemistry courses. Nicholson’s laboratory could accommodate twenty (6). The urgent need for more laboratory space led to the construction of a chemistry building, the second structure on the campus, which opened in the fall of 1886. Additional teaching staff being also essential, Nicholson proposed Rachel Lloyd, whom he had known as a fellow student at Harvard Summer School in 1880 and 1883 (7). Although Lloyd was well-qualified (she had completed her doctoral studies early in 1887) the Nebraska faculty nominating committee hesitated to recommend “unconditionally” the hiring of a woman chemist, and so her initial appointment was a one-year position as acting associate professor of analytical chemistry (8). The need for a second chemist was quickly becoming even greater than the rapid expansion of the undergraduate chemistry classes dictated. With the passage by the federal government of the Hatch Act in 1888, moderate federal support for experimental undertakings at the state Agricultural Experiment Station became available. Consequently the work of the station, which was carried out by the university faculty members, was also increasing; Lloyd joined the staff as assistant chemist as soon as she arrived in Lincoln.

Who was this pioneer among early women chemists? She was born in the small community of Flushing, in eastern Ohio, January 26, 1839, the second daughter in the Quaker farming family of Robert and Abby (Taber) Holloway (9). The Holloways were of English ancestry. Of the four children, she was the only one who survived past infancy, and her childhood and youth were marked by one tragedy after another. Her mother died when she was five and her father when she was twelve, leaving only her step-mother, Deborah (Smart) Holloway. She acquired some early education at the Friends’ school in Flushing, and in 1859, at the age of twenty, married Franklin Lloyd, a Philadelphian of Quaker background, who worked as a chemist with the firm of Powers and Weightman. Little more than six years later Franklin Lloyd was dead. Their two children had pre-deceased him, both dying in infancy (10). Rachel Lloyd then spent some time in Europe and when she came back, turned to teaching as a way of earning a living. Her first position was at the Chestnut Street Female Seminary in Philadelphia (11).

She also continued her education: starting in 1875, she spent six of the following eight summers at Harvard Summer School, which had begun in 1874 and offered courses of intensive instruction in botany, chemistry, and geology tailored to the needs of college and high school teachers. Lloyd studied botany during two summers and chemistry all six (12), specializing in advanced analysis and organic chemistry; latterly she also collaborated with the course organizer, Charles Mabery, in a research project on the synthesis of substituted acrylic acids. The work was reported in three substantial joint papers in the American Chemical Journal (13). In 1883 she became professor of chemistry at the newly opened Louisville School of Pharmacy for Women in Louisville, Kentucky, and instructor at Hampton College, a small liberal arts college for women, established in Louisville in 1877 (14).

Lloyd’s ambitions reached beyond teaching in a small college, however. In 1885 she resigned from her Louisville positions to continue her studies and went to the University of Zürich, which had been open to women since the 1860’s. Thanks to her already considerable laboratory experience, she completed her dissertation research in two years (under the direction of Russian-born chemist Victor Merz) and received her degree in 1887 (15). She was then forty-eight. The spring and early summer of 1887 she spent in London, at the Royal College of Science (South Kensington) and the School of Mines. From there she accepted the Nebraska offer.

The work for which she became noted was her part in a systematic examination of the economic feasibility of the production of beet sugar in Nebraska (16), a multi-year research and development project carried out by the staff of the Agricultural Experiment Station. Preliminary trials of beet culture conducted by the station in 1873-74 had given discouraging results. Yields of beet per acre from a test plot on the university farm had been disappointing, and the State Board of Agriculture had decided against continuing the experiment, despite the more hopeful outlook of the university’s professor of agriculture, S. R. Thompson (17).

By the late 1880s, however, Nebraska’s farmers were becoming somewhat more prosperous; prospects for the introduction of new crops were more favorable, and a modest but dependable amount of federal funding
was available to help support experimental work on the project. Furthermore, Nicholson was especially interested in sugar beets. Obtaining a variety of seed from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (18), and from France and Germany, where the beet industry was already well established, he distributed it to farmers throughout the state who were willing to raise test plots while keeping records of the important variables; these included type of soil and seed, weather conditions, cultivation procedures and yields per acre. Lloyd, who had seen at first hand the success of the crop in Europe, shared Nicholson's enthusiasm for looking into the possibility of beet culture in Nebraska. She undertook responsibility for the laboratory work the project entailed—the determination of the sugar content of the raw product. For this she was provided with some student assistance, but she carried out much of the laborious analytical work herself (19). Preliminary tests on the 1888 crop gave encouraging results, and by the end of the following year the data she had accumulated provided a convincing demonstration of the potential of the industry in Nebraska. Cultivation costs and yields per acre were reasonably satisfactory, and despite the difficulties caused by inexperience and periods of unfavorable weather, a number of farmers began to take a serious interest in sugar beets. Steps were taken to scale up the operation and establish a sugar factory. Enterprising citizens of the Grand Island community guaranteed a certain acreage of beets, and the first refinery was established there in 1890 by the Oxnard brothers, sugar technologists with experience in both France and the United States (20). Encouraged by a bounty offered by the state for Nebraska-produced sugar, the Oxnards opened a second factory a year later in Norfolk (21). In 1892 the university started a Sugar School, one of only two in the country and the only one dealing with beet sugar technology. The instruction offered included a course in elementary chemistry as well as special work in the chemical control of sugar factory operations (22).

In 1891, with her health beginning to fail, partly because of overwork, Lloyd gave up her position as assistant chemist at the station. She continued to carry a full teaching load at the university however; and, in 1892, while Nicholson had seven months' leave for an extensive tour of sugar factories and beet farms in Germany and France, she probably served as acting head of the chemistry department. Although she taught her share of more advanced courses (25), she frequently conducted both lecture and laboratory sections of the large, lower-level classes, and so had contact with most of the students who came through her department (26). She took pains to meet the undergraduates in less formal settings as well, being an active member of the Camera Club and one of four faculty who were members of the popular Scientific Club (27).

During the 1890s and the following decade a remarkable number of women chemists joined the Nebraska Section of the American Chemical Society. Indeed, women were much more prominent in that section than in any other local section in the country. Lloyd herself joined the national society in 1891, being the first woman member admitted (except for Rachel Bodley who was given her largely honorary membership at the formation of the society in 1874). The second was Nebraska graduate student and chemistry instructor Rosa Bouton, who joined in 1893 (28). Lloyd's presence on the Nebraska faculty can hardly have failed to be a major source of encouragement for the women chemistry students.

Following her resignation in 1894 she returned to the Philadelphia area, where she still had Lloyd relatives. She died six years later at the age of sixty-one, March 7, 1900, in Beverly, New Jersey.

Although she came to the work late (at the age of forty-eight), and had to leave after only seven years, Lloyd occupied a senior faculty post in what was soon to become an important educational institution at a key period in its development. Manley gives a picture of the Lincoln campus at the time that is especially interesting, because, along with other early faculty who were well known and long remembered in Nebraska, Rachel Lloyd is mentioned by name (29). Noting that the decade of the nineties is in many ways the most interesting period in the history of the University of Nebraska, those years having seen its transformation from a small frontier college into a major institution, Manley goes on:

"...visitors to the campus were impressed by the earnest attitude of students and faculty. An air of purpose permeated the buildings, and the ornate iron fence which surrounded the campus after 1891..."
seemed to proclaim that no outside distractions would be permitted to intrude upon those laboring within. University Hall and the newer buildings were thronged with students pursuing a wide range of academic and practical courses. Professor H. H. Nicholson and a brilliant woman professor, Rachel Lloyd, who had joined the faculty in 1888 [sic], presided over the Chemical Laboratory. Newly built Grant Hall symbolized the land-grant university's devotion to the citizen soldier-scholar. And in Nebraska Hall, the home of the Industrial College, labored "the four busy B's — Bessey, Bruner, Brace and Barbour, whose names are household words in Nebraska."

At least three special advantages helped Lloyd get her position: first, she brought exceptional academic qualifications (as well as considerable teaching experience) to the job market in 1887, seven years before the first woman received a Ph.D. in chemistry from an American university (30); secondly, she had a close personal and professional contact with Nicholson, made during her summers at Harvard in the early 1880s, and he was in a position to make a strong case in her favor (31); thirdly, she joined the Nebraska faculty just when there opened a window of opportunity, at a time of expansion but before the growing importance of the institution made the promotion of a woman chemist to a senior faculty position less likely (32).

Lloyd's character had been formed in a hard school; rather than bending under the misfortunes of her youth, however, she seems to have developed remarkable inner strength and fortitude. Her friend and teacher Charles Mabery remarked in an obituary on her great force of character and attractive personality as well as her energy and the breadth of her cultural interests (33). These were important qualities, perhaps essential, for a woman "outsider" making her way into nineteenth century academic science. Lloyd became a leader in several ways — in taking the initiative of going to Europe for doctoral training as early as 1885 (34), in securing a senior appointment on the chemistry faculty of a state university in 1887, and in taking a major role in an extensive and far-reaching agricultural research and development project before the turn of the century. Like her fellow chemist Ellen Swallow Richards of MIT (35), Lloyd holds a special place in the history of women chemists in America.
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